We prove a bound of the form suggested by S. Newhouse for the number of measures with maximal entropy for a piecewise monotonie map with N monotonicity intervals: 4(/V -1 ). More generally we consider a potential <f> of bounded distortion. If sup^ < P(f, <j>), we give an explicit bound in terms of N and of the pressure.
Introduction
The topological pressure of a measurable transformation / with respect to a potential <f> is P(f, <(>) = sup {/»"(/) + Jcpdp:p£ F(/)j where ê'(f) is the set of Borel probability measures which are invariant and ergodic, and hß is the metric entropy. Invariant and ergodic probability measures p such that hp_(f, (j)) + J <f)dp = P(f, <ff) are called equilibrium states.
We consider piecewise continuous and monotonie maps of the interval (PCM) / : [0, 1] -y [0, 1] with a finite set of critical points c0 = 0 < cx < ■ ■■ < cN = I such that f(e¡,ei+i) is the restriction of a continuous and strictly monotonie map defined on [c¡, c¡+x] . For such maps, it is well known that there always exists an equilibrium state for any regular potential (see §1). For potentials having bounded /-distortion, Denker, Keller and Urbañski proved in [3] that each topologically transitive subset of f (TTS) supports at most one equilibrium measure, provided that sup<?!> < P(f, <f>). See the appendix for an exact statement of this result extended to maps that may have homtervals and regular, maybe discontinuous potentials.
From this "local uniqueness", one can derive global results: under the same condition, to be able to support an equilibrium measure a TTS must have an entropy no smaller than P(f, </>) -sup</> > 0. In this connection, Hofbauer [4] , using his "Markov diagram" (see §2), showed that neq , the number of such TTS, is finite. We prove that neq<( *LQ__ + 1)j with h(f) = P(f, 0) the topological entropy of / and B the "number of branches of the Markov diagram" which is bounded by 2(N -1), respectively (N -I) if f is continuous (see Main theorem, §3). For <f> identically zero, this gives neq < 2B < A(N -1), a bound of the form suggested by S. Newhouse in [9] .
1. Coding and existence of equilibrium states Let / be a PCM and (j) a regular real function on [0,1] (on every point cp admits left and right limits). We introduce two versions of this system: (i) (I, T, <f>) from which the discontinuities have been removed by doubling some points; and (ii) (Z, o) the symbolic system.
One doubles every critical point of /, every discontinuity point of (ß and their backward orbits, and gets an extension (7, T, 4>) such that 7 is a totally ordered metric compact, T and <f> are continuous, and 7 admits a natural partition P into compact-open sets on which T is strictly monotonie. Since only a denumerable subset of points are doubled and elsewhere <j> is unmodified, there is a bijection-preserving entropy between the two sets of non-atomic invariant measures. For our purposes, we can restrict our study to (I ,T, <j>).
(I, T) is not expansive if / has homtervals or (¡> had points of discontinuity. But The symbolic expansion y : I -» PN defined by Tnx e (yx)" semi-conjugates (7, T, P) -4 (I, a, IT) with Z = y(I), a the shift and II = y(P). There is a well-known total order on Z such that y is increasing and o is monotonie on elements of fl and sends intervals onto intervals. y~x(a) is either a point or, for at most a denumerable number of a, a homterval. As above there is an entropy-preserving bijection between non-atomic invariant probability measures of (7, T) and (Z, a). We remark that tj> may have no natural extension on Z.
Hofbauer's Markov diagram
We recall Hofbauer's construction and give, in notation convenient for our purposes, some of his results for the structure of the Markov diagram of a PCM. In the PCM case, though the projection n : Z -> Z may be infinite-to-1, it has good properties, the main one being:
Theorem 1 (Hofbauer [4] ). If p is an ergodic invariant Borelprobability measure of (Z, a) with positive entropy, then there exists a unique ergodic invariant measure p on (Z, a) such that p = p o n~x. Also «¿¡(Z) = hpÇL).
This property follows from the very special structure of the graph c\ (we remark that it has been generalized by Keller [6] ). Denote by E the set of the ends of the intervals of the partition n. To each e £ E we associate a branch {J(e, t) : t > 0} c ¿j where the J's are defined by J(e, 0) = Yl(e) (the element of n containing e ) and J(e,t + l) = TJ(e, t) n ïl(Tt+xe) ( t > 0). J(e, t+l) is a successor of J(e, t). We call it the trivial successor.
We say that n cuts TJ(e, t) when this interval is not contained in an element of n (and so J(e, t) has several successors). We define the cutting time function K by {K(e,0)<K(e, 1) <•••< K(e, n) <•••} = {t > 1 : J(e, t) ¿ TJ(e, t -1)} (if the set on the right-hand side is not infinite we complete it with oo 's).
Theorem 2 (Hofbauer [4] ). The Markov extension ¿¡ of a PCM is the union of a finite number of branches, t¡ -{J(e, t) : e e E and t > 0}. There exists a map Q:E xN* ->£ xN so that:
(1) K(e,n + l) = K(e,n) + K(Q(e,n+l)).
(2) J(e, t) has non-trivial successors iff t = K(e, n) -1 for some « > 0, and these comprise at least J(K(e, Q(e, n))) and may be a number of J(f,0) with f£E. would be the only backward path of that length from a>,_ i. For the general case, we endow E xN with the trivial arrows (e, n) -► (e, n + 1), the arrows defined by Q (in analogy to Theorem 2) and which may be arrows from (K(e, «) -1) to (g, 0), so that i:£xN-t( verifies 7(succ(e, «)) = succ(J(e, «)). Therefore we can lift the path to X where the result is clear as q < lev(J(K(Q(e, «)))) < K(Q(e, «)). D
Lemma 2. 77(G) < log2/lev_(C7)
Proof. Let s £ G. We may assume / := lev_(G) > 0. Assume that Nn+¡(s, G) > 2Nn (s, G). There exists a path of length « with three distinct extensions co, co', co" of length n + l. Let / := min{7 e N : wt ^ w't or cot ^ co't'} . If cot, oj't, co'/ are all distinct, then one is of zero level: of three distinct successors of any node of £, one is of level zero. This implies lev_(G) = 0. Otherwise oet -co't and there exists u := min{u > t : a>u ^ co'u} < n +1. By Lemma 1, t < u-K(Q(f,m)).
But J(K(Q(f,m))) £ G: lev_(G) < K(Q(e, n)). Appendix. Uniqueness on topologically transitive subsets Denker, Keller and Urbañski proved the uniqueness of the equilibrium state within a TTS. Here we give the modifications to their proof so that the unnecessary conditions that / is without homtervals and that <f> is not only to be regular (see §1) but also continuous are removed. Still <p must verify the following property: <K.
Therefore, I > u-t> lev_(C7). This shows that Nn+Xev_(G)(s, G) < 2Nn(s,
We recall that continuity is not sufficient for uniqueness even for a subshift of finite type (see [10, Chapter 2] We outline the (easy) proof: (**) implies that each irreducible part of f is finite so that each TTS is bounded away from the critical points; / C2 implies that the diameters of P" restricted to a TTS decrease exponentially with « by [7 Set Fn -i(E"). Fn is («, ¿)-separated but may be non-maximal. To make them maximal one has to add points to cover large homtervals. It is easy to see that the number of necessary points to complete F" is bounded by a polynomial function of « . Claim (2) follows.
[3, end of the proof of Theorem 2] implies card(£"+i -o~xE") < 2N. This proves Claim (1) . D
